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The paramagnetic resonance spectrum of Yb'+ and Er'+ in Tho& has been investigated at 10.5 kMc/sec
over the temperature range of 4 to 2'K. Sites of cubic symmetry as well as axial sites due to nearby charge
compensation were observed. Both cubic spectra gave isotropic g values with g =3.423&0.001 for Yb'+ and
g =6.753~0.005 for Kr'+, and these values are in good agreement with the predicted values for I'7 doublets.
Temperature variation showed that these were the lowest states. For both ions in dilute crystals the linewidth
was &0.5 Oe, and in heavily doped crystals the linewidth was 3 to 4 G. Nearby charge compensation in.
the Yb'+ case produces four sites of trigonal symmetry with $111jaxes, while in the Er'+ case the prepon-
derant axial site had tetragonal symmetry with three L100$ axes. For Yb'+, g][=4.772~0.002 snd gr=2.724~0.001, and one-third the trace of the g tensor was 3.407. For Kr'+, gl] =3.462~0.003 and g& ——7.624
~0.005, and one-third the trace of the g tensor was 6.240. The linewidths obtained for the axial sites were
broader than those for cubic sites and varied with angle. Evidence for macroscopic crystalline imperfections
was also found.

of the cubic crvstal field due to the charge compensation
should decrease with increasing distance from the
rare-earth ion.

I. INTRODUCTION

'HE electron-spin-resonance (ESR) spectra of many
rare-earth ions in crystal fields of cubic symmetry'

have been observed in eightfold coordination, e.g.,
CaF~, and sixfold coordination, e.g., CaO. The ground
state is predicted to be diferent in the two cases because
of the reversal in sign of the fourth-order term in the
crystal potential. Rare-earth ions can be incorporated
into Th02 crystals in the Th position with cubic sym-
metry preserved. Gd'+ has been observed in ThO2
(Ref. 2) in sites of cubic symmetry. The absence of iso-

topes with nuclear moments (Th and 0) eliminate a
major source of line broadening. We report here the
observation of the ESR of two more rare-earth ious in
sites of cubic and axial symmetry in Th02. These ions,
Yb'+ and Er'+, were incorporated in synthetic ThO&

crystals during growth. '
Th02 is a simple cubic array of oxygen ions with

thorium ions at alternate body centers. The space-
group symmetry is OA', the structure being isomorphous
with CaF2. The substitution of a trivalent rare-earth
ion into the Th4+ site should not alter the original cubic
symmetry of the crystal field. However, charge compen-
sation must take place, and if the charge compensation
is in the vicinity of the rare-earth ion, there will be de-

partures from cubic symmetry. For example, an oxygen
vacancy in the nearest-neighbor position will produce
trigonal symmetry about the $1117 axis of the cube.
For charge compensation in an interstitial body-
centered site, two kinds of axial symmetry are possible.
If the rare-earth ion is in a nearest-neighbor Th + site,
the crystal field will have tetragonal symmetry about
the L1007 direction. Should the rare-earth ion be in a
next-nearest-neighbor site the field will have trigonal
symmetry about the L1117direction. The perturbation

II. CRYSTAL GROWTH

The thorium oxide crystals used in this study were
grown from a molten salt solvent, I.i.0.2WO3 con-
taining one weight percent 8203, at 1225—f275'C.
Nucleation and growth of these crystals resulted from
gradual mass transfer of dissolved Th02 nutrient along
a temperature gradient in the solution. Covered plati-
num containers were used in air atmosphere. The details
of the crystal growth are to be described elsewhere. "'

The purity of all the starting materials in these syn-
theses was greater than 99.93 wt%. The resulting crys-
tals were (near to) water-white octahedra Lwith (111)
facets) up to 3 mm on an edge. Representative undoped
crystals were analyzed by emission spectroscopic
methods; less than 500 ppmYV, 100 ppm I i, and j.00
ppm B were detected. The 6rst crystals grown contained
about 1.0 wt'Po Er'+ or Yb'+; later crystals were doped
to an estimated level of one-twentieth this concentra-
sion. The mosaic spread of an undoped crystal was de-
termined by x-ray double-crystal diGraction from one
of the major (111)faces. The linewidth of the diffracted
x-ray beam at half maximum was 0.05'.

III. Yb'+

A. Theory

The electronic configuration of Yb'+ is 4fts with a
ground state of 'F7/Q ~ A cubic field will split the eight-
fold degenerate 'F7~2 levd into a fourfold I'8, a twofold
r„and a twofold F7. The I'6 and I"7 doublets will have
isotropic splitting factors in an applied magnetic field.
The splitting of the F8 quartet will depend upon orienta-
tion of the applied Geld with respect to the crystal axes. '
With eightfold coordination, the lowest level is expected
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to be a I"7 or a F6 depending upon the ratio of the fourth-
and sixth-order cubic-field parameters. ' Yb'+ in CaF2
(Ref. 6) and CdFs (Ref. 7) have been observed with the
r, doublet lowest. With sixfold coordination, the F6
state is expected to be lowest regardless of the ratio of
the cubic-field parameters. A I'6 doublet was found to be
lowest in the case of Yb'+ in CaO. '

g =3.423~0.001,
As~a=151.3&0.20 Oe(241.8+0.3X10 4 cm ')
:fi~s=548.8&0.6 Oe(877.0&1.OX10 4 cm ').

These spins are in agreement with the two known odd
isotopes, Yb'" (I=—',) and Yb'" (I=-') "An estimate
of the observed relative intensity ratios of the six-line
set (I=-,'), the two-line set (I=-', ) and the central line
(I=O) was 0.21:0.18:0.61. The ratios of the natural
abundances, (Yb"') 0.16:(Yb'r') 0.14:(all even-even
isotopes)0. 70, are in reasonable agreement.

The observed g value is in good agreement with the
value calculated for a F7 doublet"

gives

0.8660~ ~-..')—0.500
(
w-,')

g =3gl.ande.
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B. Experimental

Crystals of Yb'+: Th02 were investigated by electron
spin resonance at 4'K and at a frequency of 10.4
Gc/sec with a spectrometer of the Hirshon-Fraenkel
type. ' Two diferent types of spectra were observed cor-
responding to different point symmetries. One of the
spectra was isotropic with rota, tion of the magnetic
field and was attributed to a paramagnetic ion in a
cubic site. The other spectrum, upon rotation of the
magnetic field, had axial symmetry about the four [111]
directions of the crystal.

The isotropic spectrum consisted of a strong central
line and two sets of weaker lines. This spectrum can be
described by a spin Hamiltonian of the form

x=gpH K+AS I,
with 5= p) I= ) 2s o 2p

Atomic-beam measurements" give

gL»d;(Tmr) = 1.14122&0.00015.

The gi.,„ds(Tm') is not expected to be appreciably
different from gi,,„d;(Yb'v). The predicted g value is
therefore

g =3.42366.

The measured value of the I=-', (Yb'") hyperf'ine
constant was obtained using third-order terms" in the
spin Hamiltonian. Since transitions with the same

~
mr I

have the same even-order terms, differences between
them will cancel the fourth-order terms. The hyperfine
term for the I=-,'(Yb'7') nucleus was determined using
the Breit-Rabi equation. '4 The ratio of the nioments is

„s/p„, (3„s/A„,)X( s/s) 13—78&0003~

assuming no hyperfine anomaly. The value given by
Cooke and Park" is 1.39~0.01, and the value by Low"
is 1.375&0.005. All of these values are in reasonable
agreement.

The concentration of the axial centers was approxi-
mately half that of the isotropic centers. Since no reso-
nances were observed in an undoped ThO& crystal grown
under the same conditions, we have assumed that the
axial lines are also Yb'+ with charge compensation. Be-
cause of the low intensity and width of the axial lines,
we were unable to observe the hyperfine interactions
with the odd Yb isotopes.

For observation of the axial spectrum, the crystal was
oriented so that the magnetic field rotated in a (110)
plane. With this rotation, the Geld could be directed
along the [100], [110],and [111]directions. The two
[111]axes not in this plane make equal angles with any
particular direction of the magnetic 6eld. For centers
with axial symmetry along [111)directions, we would
therefore expect to observe three lines of intensity ratios
1:1:2. All lines should coalesce when the 6eld is along
a [100] direction since the four [111]axes make the
same angle with this direction. The two lines of lower
intensity should exhibit the same angular variation with
rotation of the 6eld but be out of phase by the actue
angle, o=cos '» which is the angle between the two
[111]directions in the plane.

The observed spectrum was in good agreement with
this hypothesis of a [111]axis for the axial centers. For
an orientation of the field along the [100] direction,
almost complete coalescence of all the lines in the axial
spectrum was observed. The accuracy of the crystal
alignment was estimated from the residual separa, tion
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of the lines. The field was within 0.25' of the L100]
direction. Upon rotation of the field this small mis-
alignment caused the more intense line to be resolved
into two lines of equal intensity quite close together.
The two remaining lines were observed to have the pre-
dicted angular variation with relation to the field. The
minimum and maximum 6elds for these lines were, re-
spectively, parallel and perpendicular to the two $111]
directions in the (110) plane. The more intense line
(actually two close lines) also had the same max-
imum field when the field along a L110] direction
(perpendicular to the two $111]axes). These observa-
tions show that the centers have their charge com-
pensation along the L111]directions.

Measurements were also made whereby the crystal
could be rotated in a vertical plane while simultaneously
observing the resonance signals. A (111) face of the
crystal was glued with rubber cement to a nylon disc
whose axis passed through the narrow wall of the micro-
wave cavity (rectangular TEio2 mode) to an external
gear which could be rotated. The accurate alignment of
a crystal $100]direction with the field was achieved and
all of the lines from sites with f111]axes coalesced.

The measured g values were

g~
——2.724~0.001,

g) )

——4.772~0.002.

For small axial distortions of the cubic field, the trace
of the g tensor is expected to be conserved, ' i.e.,

(g I I+2g&)/3=g&sotropic y

gisotropic= 3 423
q

and
(gii+2g, )/3= 3.407,

which is in reasonable agreement. A measure of the axial
field strength is the anisotropy ~g~ ~

—g,
~

=2.05, a value
intermediate to those found in the alkaline earth
Ruorides, where values in the neighborhood of three and
one were observed. "

An additional complication of the axial spectra was

observed. Each of the axial lines was split into two lines

whose separation was a function of orientation. The
maximum separation of 30 Oe decreased to zero when

the field was parallel or perpendicular to the axes. Dif-
ferent intensity ratios for the two lines were found in

diferent crystals from the same crystal growth run.
One of the crystals used for the above measurements

was examined by an x-ray rocking-curve technique. One

major subgrain boundary was found for reQection from
a (111)facet, with an angle of 5 min. Assuming that
this subgrain boundary extends throughout the crystal,
we calculate from the equation

2g8g = (g ~ ~

'—gi2) sin28M

a maximum separation of 20 Oe between the axial
lines in each of the subgrains. The separation should be

"H. R. Lewis and E. S. Sabisky, Phys. Rev. 130, 1370 (1963).
18 U. Ranon and A. Yaniv, Phys. Letters 9, 17 (1964).

zero at 0' and 90' as was observed. Further work on this
hypothesis is required.

The width of the cubic lines in the heaviIy doped
crystals, was AH= 3.5 Oe invariant with rotation of the
magnetic field. The axial lines were found to vary in
width from 6 Oe (Hi) to 3 Oe (Hii) as the field was
rotated, and are much smaller than those found in
Yb: CaO. ' The relative intensities of the axial and cubic
lines were constant over the temperature range =1.5
to =50'K. At the lowest temperature, =1.5'K, an
estimate of the spin-lattice relaxation time T~ of the
central cubic line gave 10 ' sec. At =77'K, this line
was found to have a width of 30 Oe. The other lines
were not observed.

The width of the central cubic line was measured in
crystals which had been doped at 1/20 the doping
level of the crystals used in the above measurements.
Several low-doped crystals were placed in the cavity,
and the measurement was made at =1.5'K. The line-
width was &0.5 Oe. Therefore, the linewidth in the
heavily doped crystal is due to spin-spin interactions
and to small perturbations of the cubic crystal field. In
the heavily doped crystals, we suppose these small per-
turbations to arise from charge compensation in remote
sites giving a very small anisotropy in the g value. The
large number of these remote sites would result in an
isotropic inhomogeneous broadening of the cubic lines.
There are two contributions to the linewidth from spin-
spin interactions, (1) interactions between identical
sites which would cause homogeneous broadening and,
(2) interactions between dissimilar sites which would
cause inhomogeneous broadening. Our experiments do
not distinguish between these contributions to the
line width.

IV. Er'+

A. Theory

The electronic configuration of Er'+ is 4f" with a
ground state 'I&5, 2. In a cubic field, the sixteenfold de-
generacy will split into three I'8 quartets, a I'6

doublet, and a I'7 doublet. For eightfold coordination,
either a I'6 or I'~ doublet is expected to be lowest, "
depending upon the ratio of the fourth- and sixth-order
cubic field terms. Observations" on Er'+:CaF2 have
shown that the Fy doublet is lowest. With sixfold coordi-
nation, a I'8 quartet was found to be lowest in
Er'+:MgO" and in Er'+: CaO. '

B. Exyerim. ental

Crystals of ThO. doped with Er203 were grown by
the same process as the Vb'+-doped crystals. The
spectra observed in these crystals were quite similar to
the spectra of the Vb: Th02 in that both cubic and axial

"J.M. Baker, W. Hayes, and D. A. Jones, Proc. Phys. Soc.
(London) $73, 942 (1959); M. Dvir and W. Low, ibid. 75, 136
(1960)."D. Descamps and Y. Merle D'Aubigne, Phys. Letters 8, 5
(1964).
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centers were found. . The cubic spectrum had a strong
central line and eight weaker lines of equal intensity.
The only odd Er isotope is Er'" with I= s7 (Ref. 21) and
a natural abundance of 23%%uo. The observed ratio of the
sum of the intensities of the hyperfine lines to the central
line was in good agreement with this natural abundance.
The spin Hamiltonian used was

X=AH S+AS I,
with 5=-' l=0, —,'.

g =6.752~0.005,

2;~ ——73.8&0.1 Oel (232.6+0.3)&&10 4 cm 'j.
The 1'7 d.oublet'-'

0.63321~13/2)+0
—0.4507

(
W-,'-)—0.2393

( %11/2),
gives

g gLand41 7/3 ~

Atomic-beam measurements" give

gr.,„ds(Ho') = 1.19515&0.00010,

a value which is not expected to be appreciably different
from gr, a„d; (Er'v). Using this gr,,„d;, the theoretical g
value is

g= 6.772.

For a I's doublet, g=5gr. ,„ds
——5.975.

Our measured g=6.752 is in reasonable agreement
with the theoretical value for a I'~ doublet.

The linewidth at half-maximum aplitude of the
"cubic" lines was 4 Oe in the heavily doped crystals,
and was &0.5 Oe in the lightly doped crystals. No varia-
tion with temperature from 1.5 to 4'K was observed.
The spin-lattice relaxation time was considerably shorter
than the time found for Yb as expected, but it did not
contribute to the linewidth in this temperature range.
Broadening of the line was observed upon warming to
20'K and above 20'K became so broad as to be un-
observable. The observed linewidth in the heavily
doped crystals is assumed to have the same origins as
attributed previously to the Yb "cubic" lines.

The concentration of centers with axial symmetry was
approximately half that of the cubic centers. Due
to the width and low intensity of the axial lines, we were
useable to observe the hyper6ne interactions with the
odd Er isotope.

The most intense lines in the axial spectra were found
to have tetragonal symmetry about the three $100j
directions with

g( (
=3.462&0.003,

gg = 7.624&0.005.

By rotating the crystal, exact alignment of a crystal

"3.Bleaney and H. E. D. Scovil, Proc. Phys. Soc. (London)
A64, 204, 601 (1951)."K.R. Lea, M. J. M. Leask, and W. P. Wolf, Phys. Chem.
Solids 23, 1381 (1962).

2 L. S. Goodman, H. Kopfermann, and K. Schlupmann,
Naturwiss. 49, 1 (1962).

L111j direction with the external magnetic field was
obtained. The coalescence of these lines for this orienta-
tion verified our identification of the axes.

The linewidth varied with orientation from 20
Oe(Hr) to 40 OeH~ ~). The axial lines were seven times
broader than the Vb axial lines. It is to be noted that in
both cases the greater width was associated with the
smaller g values and the narrower width with the larger

g value. The width and intensity of the lines were in-
variant with respect to temperature from 1.5 to O'K.
This invariance indicates that spin-lattice interactions
do not make an appreciable contribution.

The doubling of the axial lines that was observed in
Yb:Th02 was also found in the Er:Th02 crystals, de-
spite the difference in linewidth.

Lines of weaker intensity and smaller width due to
other centers were present. Because of their low in-

tensity, the symmetry axes of these centers were not
determined.

The trace of the g tensor is

(gii+2g, )/3=6 24, .

where g;spt, »,,——6.752. The deviation from g;,««»„. is

over 10 times larger than for Yb.

The axial anisotropy

l gii
—

g I
=4 162

is also much larger than for Yb.

DISCUSSION

For the axial spectra, we mav approximate the crystal
field by superposing a term 8&'0& on the cubic 6eld. '4

If the distortion is caused by positive charge compensa-
tion, then it is expected that for Yb'+, g~ ~

)g; pt pp' )gL,

and this is indeed the case. AVe wouM expect the sign
of the charge compensation for Kr'+ to be the same as
for Yb'+ (both positive). The operator equivalent
(Jl~o. ~~ J) for Er'+ has the same sign as for Yb'+, and.

therefore g~i should be greater than g&, in this case too.
This expectation is not realized, since the relative magni-
tude of g~ ~

and g& in the Er:ThO2 crystals is reversed with
respect to Yn:Th02. This result may be due to the
charge compensation at the axial center being a nega-
tive charge in contradiction to the expected positive
charge compensation; or, more likely, the approximation
of the axial distortion by a diagonal crystal-field term of
the second order alone is not valid. The deviation of the

g tensor trace from the cubic g supports this latter sup-
position. Using the formula"

g~ 2~.(jll& II.O
p (Yb'7')(r ') =6.038&0.006,

p„(Yb'"s)(r ') =8.323a0.008,
p„(Er"')(r—') =5.81(3)+0.01,

~ U. Ranon and W. Low, Phys. Rev. 132, 1609 (1963).
» R. J. Klliot and K. W. H. Stevens, Proc. Roy. Sop. A218, 553

(1953).
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where (r ) is in atomic units and tt„ is in nuclear mag-
netons. The values for (r ') given by Lindgren" yield

tt„(Yb'")=0.50,
tt, (Yb'")=0.68

tt (Er'er) =0.56

The extremely small linewidth observed for the cubic

"B.R. Judd and L Lindgren, Phys. Rev. 122, 1802 (1961);
L Lindgren, Nucl. Phys. 32, 151 (1962).

lines in the low-doped crystals is, to our knowledge, the
smallest yet observed for any rare earth in a solid. A
line of this width should be very useful for self-ENDOR
experiments.
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It was found that the hcp solid solutions of V, Nb, and Ta in n-Ti show a nearly linear increase in T,.
There is no difference in the effect of V, Nb, or Ta.

I. INTRODUCTION
' 'N the bcc P solid. solutions of Ti-V, Ti-Nb, and Ti-Ta
~ - alloys the superconducting transition temperature
T, increases' ' with increasing valence-electron concen-
tration. This is explained by an increase in the p values,
e.g., of the Ti-V alloys. 4 The inQuence of the elements of
the Vth group of the periodic system V, Nb, and Ta
on T, of the hep n solid solution has not been examined

yet. All samples investigated up to now were beyond
the solubility range of the n solid solution. For high-

purity alloys this n solid solution range extends for the
Ti-V and Ti-Nb alloys up to not more than 2.5 at.%.' '
According to our own investigations, the Inaximum solu-

bility of Ta in Ti at 650 C is of approximately 5 at.%.
At concentrations a little above the solubility limit the

P phase is usually present in the form of filaments. These
filaments have a lower Ti concentration and a higher

T. than the n phase matrix. This explains, for example,
the di6erence in T, between 1.8 and 5.8'K in a Ti-Nb
alloy with about 3.5 at.% Nb when slowly cooled and
water-quenched. ' Intermediate phases and the forma-
tion of martensitic n' do not seem to have a strong in-

Quence on T, in this group of alloys. '
' B.T. Matthias, in Progress in Ion TemPeratlre Physics edited

by J. C. Gorter (North-Holland Publishing Company, Amsterdam
1957), Vol. 2.
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(1963).
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6M. Hansen, in Constitgtion of Binary Alloys (McGraw-Hill
Book Company, Inc. , New York, 1958), p. 1242.
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It was suggested that T, of alloys in the n solid-
solution range is not increased with decreasing Ti con-
centration. ' In a newly published investigation' about
superconductivity in hcp solid solutions of Ti-V and
Ti-Nb, the composition of the investigated samples
(4 at.%) was beyond the solubility range and therefore
the results seemed to be doubtful despite the fact that
it was stated that the rapidly quenched alloys are single
phase up to more than 10 at. %%uo inbot hcases . Thebullc
superconductivity may have been caused by an almost
identical T, of n and P or more probably by the forma-
tion of metastable phases during the rapid quenching.

We therefore started an investigation of the super-
conductivity of these alloys and took special care to
prepare the samples under defined conditions and to
avoid contamination by P filaments.

II. EXPERIMENTS

The starting materials were iodide titanium from
Foote Mineral Company which was electron-melted and
degassed. The purity of V, Nb, and Ta was 99.8%, the
DPN hardness 60, 40, and 4S, respectively. Ten-gram
buttons were melted three times in an argon arc furnace
to ensure homogeneity. The alloys prepared in this way
show a Kidmannsta, tten-type structure of transformed
P. We therefore cold-rolled these alloys up to more than
40% deformation and annealed them at 650'C for 2 h

in a closed titanium cylinder placed in an evacuated
silica tube in order to avoid contamination by oxygen.
According to the metallographical examination these

E. Bucher and J. Miiller, Helv. Phys. Acta 34, 410 (1961).
~ F. Heiniger and J. MQller, Phys. Rev. 134, 1407 (1964).


